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Abstract
Atom laser experiments with Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) performed in ground-based
laboratories feature a coherent and directed beamof atomswhich is accelerated by gravity. In
microgravity the situation is fundamentally different because the dynamics is entirely determined by
the repulsive interaction between the atoms and not by the gravitational force. As a result, the output
of a space atom laser is a spherical wave slowly expanding away from the initial BEC.Wepresent a
thorough theoretical study of this new source ofmatter waves based on rf outcouplingwhich exhibits
an isotropic distribution both in position andmomentum even for an initially anisotropic trap. The
unique geometry of such a freely expanding, shell-shaped BECoffers newpossibilities formatter
waves inmicrogravity and is complementary to othermatter-wave sources prepared by delta-kick
collimation or adiabatic expansion. Ourwork paves theway for the upcoming experimental
realization of a space atom lasermaking use ofNASA’s ColdAtomLaboratory on the International
Space Station.
1. Introduction
Shortly after the first creation of a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) in a dilute gas [1, 2] atom lasers based on this
new state ofmatter have been demonstrated experimentally [3–6] and described theoretically [7–14]. Since then
atom lasers have been studied in a broad variety of experiments [15] ranging from tests of their spatial [16] and
temporal [17] coherence, the study of beamprofiles [18, 19] and the demonstration of Bragg reflectors [20] and
beam splitters [21] to the improvement of their brightness [22]. All these experiments have been performed in
earth-bound laboratories where the dominant force acting on the outcoupled atoms is gravity, which results in a
directed and accelerated beamof atoms leaving the condensate. This acceleration can be reduced by applying a
gravity-compensating potential with amagnetic field gradient [23] or by loading atom lasers into horizontal
matter-wave guides [24–26], but both approaches still yield a directed beam.Motivated by pioneering
experiments with BECs inmicrogravity environments [27–29], we propose to enter a completely new regime for
the atom laser by performing an experiment aboard the International Space Station (ISS), where the
microgravity conditions allow us to create a unique shell-like atom laser which slowly expands away from the
initial BECdriven only by the repulsive interaction between the atoms. This effect can be exploited to establish a
nearly isotropic source for ultra-cold atoms inmicrogravity.
In general, the formation of an atom laser is realized by coherently transferring a fraction of amagnetically
trapped BEC to amagnetic insensitive state either via rffields [3, 6, 30, 31], microwavefields [32, 33] or Raman
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interaction between the atoms, and thus expand away from the center of the trap. Consequently, themomentum
distribution of the output state crucially depends on the location of the resonantly coupled shell during the
outcoupling process. This relation has already been used in guided atom lasers to generate slowly propagating,
directed beams of atoms for applications in guided atomoptics [36].
In this paperwe present a scheme based on rf coupling that enables the generation of a slowly expanding
shell of atoms featuring an isotropicmomentumdistribution even if the initial BECwas trapped in an elongated
anisotropic trap. For this purpose, we outcouple resonantly at the very edge of the BECwith relatively small
coupling strength in order to establish a spatially well-localized and state-selective outcoupling process. In our
case rf outcoupling is the preferred choice because in contrast to Raman lasers the atoms only get a negligible
recoil kick, which is essential to obtain a spherically symmetric output.Moreover, it is experimentally less
demanding to perform frequency ramps of a fewHertzwith rffields rather thanmicrowave fields due to the
much lower offset frequency of rf transitions. Finally, the drawback of driving amulti-level system inherent to rf
outcoupling can be limited bymaking use of the asymmetric level structure generated by the Zeeman effect [26].
The outcoupling scheme presented in this paper has been developed for a direct implementation in future
microgravity experiments likeNASA’s Cold AtomLaboratory (CAL) [37], whichwill performBEC experiments
aboard the ISS. Thus, we have takenmuch care to incorporate all relevant experimental effects into ourmodel
and to choose realistic values for all parameters. In addition, we have also studied the influence offluctuations of
the initial number of particles and the offsetmagnetic field on the performance of the space atom laser. Hence,
this paper is not only a theoretical study of rf outcoupling inmicrogravity but it is also intended to pave theway
for an experimental realization of the space atom laser in the near future.
Our paper is structured as follows. In section 2we lay out the theoretical framework for the description of the
space atom laser based on coupledGross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations and derive conditions for a spatially-
localized and state-selective outcoupling. In addition, we discuss the origin of the unique isotropy of the output
state of the space atom laser andwhy this isotropy is essentially independent of the geometry of the
magnetic trap.
Amodel sequence that allows to generate such an isotropic output state is presented in section 3 together
with the corresponding results obtained by numerical simulations. The shape of the outcoupled shell is
discussed inmore detail in section 4, wherewe compare the isotropy of themomentumdistribution for different
coupling strengths. Furthermore, we showhow second-order contributions to the Zeeman effect lead to a slight
broadening of themomentumdistribution.
The influence of varying experimental parameters on the output of the space atom laser is studied in
section 5 by numerically scanning through the initial number of particles and the Rabi frequency of the rf field.
In this waywe identify different regimes of operation for the space atom laser including a fairly stable regime
with large isotropy for intermediate coupling aswell as an oscillatory regime for strong coupling. Finally, we have
analyzed the impact offluctuations of the offsetmagnetic field on the rf-outcoupling process with additional
numerical simulations. As it turns out, even small changes of themagnetic field can shift the resonance of the rf
field far away from the BEC so that the outcoupling shuts down completely. Hence, getting themagnetic field
fluctuations under control is crucial for a successful experimental realization of the space atom laser.
In section 6we briefly summarize our results and give an outlook towards future experiments and
applications. Some of themore technical calculations are carried out in two appendices that conclude this paper.
In appendix Awe discuss the Zeeman effect and the Breit–Rabi formula used to compute themagnetic trapping
potentials and derive an approximate relation for the anti-trapping potential of the m 0F = hyperfine sublevel.
In appendix Bwe provide amore detailed derivation of the conditions for a spatially-dependent and state-
selective outcoupling.
2. Theoretical basis
Throughout this article we consider amagnetically trapped BECof 87Rb atomswhich are in the electronic
ground state andwithin the hyperfinemanifoldwith total angularmomentum F=1.Nevertheless, the ideas
and concepts presented here can be straightforwardly generalized to other suitable isotopes like 23Na, 39K and
41K aswell as to the case F=2.
In this sectionwe present the theoretical framework for the description of an atom laser inmicrogravity.We
first discuss the coupledGP equations that determine the dynamics of the different hyperfine levels and then
derive two conditions that enable us to perform a spatially-localized aswell as state-selective outcoupling.
Furthermore, we arguewhy the output of the space atom laser has an isotropic distribution in position
andmomentum space. This section concludeswith a brief summary of the coupledGP equations in the
rotating-wave approximation.
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2.1. CoupledGP equations
In the presence of amagnetic field the F=1 ground-state hyperfinemanifold of 87Rb is split into a trapped
(m 1F = - ), untrapped (m 0F = ) and anti-trapped (m 1F = + ) sublevel, which are, respectively, described by
the correspondingwave functions x t,m mF Fy y= ( ). Each of thesewave functions fulfills the normalization
condition
xx t Nd , , 1m m3 2F Fò y =∣ ( )∣ ( )
where NmF is the number of particles in that sublevel.
When amonochromatic radio-frequency field of frequency rfw is applied to drive transitions between




















































The diagonal elements of thematrix in equation (2) are determined by the usual GPHamiltonian
x x xH H t
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V t V t,
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, , . 3xm m m m
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+ +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Here,M denotes themass of a single atom and xV t,mext, F ( ) is the sublevel-dependent external trapping potential
x xV t V V t, , , 4m m mext, bot, trap,F F F= +( ) ( ) ( )
which consists of the constant offset potentialV mbot, F corresponding to the trap bottom and the spatially
dependent part xV t,mtrap, F ( ) that actually defines the geometry of the trap. Furthermore, xV t,mint, F ( ) is the
mean-field interaction potential defined by
x xV t g t, , , 5m
m




F F Få y=
¢
¢ ¢( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )
where g a M4m m m m,
2
,F F F F
p=¢ ¢ is the coupling constant between the two sublevels mF and mF ¢with the s-wave
scattering length am m,F F ¢.
The off-diagonal elements of theHamiltonianmatrix on the right-hand side of equation (2) are responsible
for the transitions between neighboring hyperfine sublevels driven by the rffield.Within themagnetic dipole
approximation the correspondingmatrix elementHrf is given by the relation
H H t tcos 6rf rf rf rf w= = W( ) ( ) ( )









which depends on the hyperfine Landé g-factor gF, the Bohrmagneton Bm and the amplitudeBrf of the rffield.
Throughout this paper we neglect any spatial dependence of the strength and the orientation of the rf field and
assume that rfW is constant across the coupling region.
Initially, the BEC is prepared in the ground state of the trappedmagnetic sublevel, m 1F = - , whosewave
function is given by the lowest-energy solution of the time-independent GP equation
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where 1m- is the chemical potential.
2.2. Spatially-dependent, state-selective outcoupling
In order to efficiently outcouple a significant number of particles from the trapped BEC to the untrapped state
forming a slowly expanding shell of atoms, it is essential (i) to resonantly outcouple only at the edge of the
condensate to reduce the amount of kinetic energy that the transferred particles gain through the repulsive
interaction and (ii) to suppress the outcoupling to the anti-trapped state, inwhich the atoms are strongly
accelerated. In this subsectionwe discuss how these two conditions can be satisfied during the outcoupling
process.
To highlight the relevant features of the rf outcoupling, we consider a slightly simplifiedmodel of the BEC
dynamics by (i)neglecting the kinetic energy term in theGPHamiltonian(3) in the spirit of the Thomas–Fermi
approximation [38] and by (ii) assuming that the coupling constants between all hyperfine sublevels are
identical, that is g gm m,F F »¢ , which for
87Rb is a very accurate approximation [39]. The interaction potential (5)
then reduces to
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¢( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )
and is identical for all sublevels.We stress that these two assumptions are only used in the context of this section
to illustrate how a spatially-localized, state-selective outcoupling can in principle be realized. In later sections we
will use again the full GPHamiltonian (3).
Having the approximationsmentioned above inmind, we define the potential energy of the hyperfine states
by
x x xE E t V t V t, , , . 10m m mext, intF F F= = +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
The resonant transition frequency m m,F Fw ¢ between two sublevels is given by the difference of the corresponding
potential energies
E E . 11m m m m,F F F F w = -¢ ¢∣ ∣ ( )
Hence, the relevant transition frequencies for ourmodel
x x xt V t V t, , , , 121,0 1,0 ext, 1 ext,0 w w= = -- - -( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )
x x xt V t V t, , , 130, 1 0, 1 ext,0 ext, 1 w w= = -+ + +( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )
are entirely determined by the external trapping potentials and are, therefore, spatially dependent in general.
Sincewe focus on purelymagnetic traps, the potential xV t,mext, F ( ) is determined by themagnetic field
B x t,( ). For convenience we split the absolute value of B x t,( ) according to the relation
B x xt B B t, , , 14bot trap= +∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )
where Bbot corresponds to the constant offset field at the trap bottom and xB t,trap( ) generates the spatially
dependent trapping potential. The quantization axis for the hyperfine sublevels is determinedmainly by the
orientation of the offsetmagnetic field Bbot. If one considers the linear Zeeman effect, characterized by
x B xV t m g t, , , 15mext, F F BF m=( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )
onemight be tempted to assume that the transition frequencies (12) and (13) are identical.
However, even for relatively lowmagnetic fields of a fewGauss, the general Zeeman effect [40] leads to an
asymmetry between the potential energies of the trapped and anti-trapped states which is of the order of the
chemical potential of the initial ground state defined by equation (8). Thus, it needs to be taken into account
when determining the transition frequencies (12) and (13). In appendix A.1we discuss the Breit–Rabi formula
[41] for the Zeeman effect, which can be used to describe the correct energy splitting of the hyperfine states. The
necessity of using the Breit–Rabi formulawill become clear in section 3, whenwe discuss quantitatively the space
atom laser and evaluate the relevant quantities, such as the chemical potential of the initial BEC and the
transition frequencies. Hence, instead of applying equation (15), wemake use of the Breit–Rabi formula
x B x x xV t
A
m g t A m b t b t,
4
, 1 , , 16m Iext,
hfs
F B hfs F
2

















( ) ∣ ( )∣
( )
which is valid for the F=1 ground-statemanifold of 87Rb and enables us to calculate precisely the trapping
potentials generated by themagnetic field B x t,( ). Here, Ahfs is the zero-field hyperfine constant of the atom, gI
and gJ are, respectively, the nuclear and the fine-structure g-factors.
As shown in appendix A.1, by applying the Breit–Rabi formula (16), we obtain the relation
181,0 0, 1w w>- + ( )
for the transition frequencies (12) and (13), which implies an asymmetry between the potential energies of the
trapped and the anti-trapped states.
In addition, according to the Breit–Rabi formula in equation (16) the trapping potential for the m 0F = state



















( ) ( )
valid for xb t, 12 ( ) . Hence, atoms in the m 0F = state are subject to a small anti-trapping potential, which is
proportional to xV t,trap, 1- - ( ) and accelerates them away from the center of the trap. In order to suppress the
effect of this additional potential, themagnetic-field offsetBbot needs to fulfill the condition
4















A schematic overviewof the potential energies (10) taking into account the asymmetry (18) and the small anti-
trappingpotential (19) for the m 0F = state is displayed infigure 1 for the example of a BEC in a harmonic trap.
As one can clearly see, the energy gap between neighboring sublevels strongly varies in space so that the
position x t1,0
reso
- ( )where the resonance condition
x t t t, 211,0 1,0
reso
rfw w=- -( ( ) ) ( ) ( )
to transfer atoms from the trapped to the untrapped state is fulfilled can be tuned easily by changing the rf
frequency trfw ( ) appropriately. The same statement holds true for the resonance condition
x t t t, 220, 1 0, 1
reso
rfw w=+ +( ( ) ) ( ) ( )
for the transition from the untrapped to the anti-trapped state.
In addition, figure 1 shows that the asymmetry between the two transition frequencies ensures that for a
single rf frequency rfw the resonance position x0, 1
reso
+ is shifted further away from the center of the trap compared
with the resonance position x 1,0
reso
- . As a consequence, atoms outcoupled from the trapped to the untrapped state
will not be immediately transferred to the anti-trapped state, which allows to transfer selectively the atoms from
one state to another.
Hence,wehave shown that by controlling the rf frequency trfw ( ) appropriately, it is possible to achieve a
spatially-dependent aswell as state-selective outcoupling. For the remainder of this paper, we split the rf frequency
t t 23rf 0 rfw w= + D( ) ( ) ( )
into two parts, where the constant offset frequency
V V 240 bot, 1 bot,0 w = --[ ] ( )
accounts for themain energy difference between the trapped and the untrapped state. The time dependent term
trfD ( ) determines the resonance position x t1,0reso- ( ) according to the relation




rf- = D- - -[ ( ( ) ) ( ( ) )] ( ) ( )
which directly follows from equation (21) by applying equations (12), (23) and (24).
Finally, in order to precisely address atoms only at the edge of the BEC and to avoid transferring them to the
anti-trapped state, it is crucial to have a spatially well-localized resonance since otherwise thewhole BECwould




2m W-  ( ) ( )
Figure 1. Sketchof the potential energies EmF of the m 1, 0F = - and+1 hyperfine states of a BEC in a harmonicmagnetic trap,where
all the atoms occupy the trapped state m 1F = - . The dashed lines indicate the external potential V mext, F, while the blue line depicts the
interactionpotential V mint, F. The black solid lines show the sumof these twopotentials for eachhyperfine state. The energy axis is not to
scale but displays the asymmetrybetween the m 1F = - and+1 state aswell as the small anti-trappingpotential for the m 0F = state.
The red arrows illustrate that for a given rf frequency rfw the resonance conditions (21) and (22) are fulfilled at different positions.
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to be fulfilled, which sets an upper bound on theRabi frequency. Obviously, small values of rfW allow for a better
control of where the outcoupling process takes place and also reduce the amount of back-coupling to the initial
state, while a large coupling strength leads to the emergence of full Rabi oscillations between neighboring states.
Additionally, the asymmetry between the two transition frequencies 1,0w- and 0, 1w + displayed in

















derived in appendix B.2 holds true, 1,0w- and 0, 1w + are shifted away from each other far enough to suppress the
coupling to the anti-trapped state nearly completely. Hence, by choosing rfW andBbot appropriately compared
to the chemical potential 1m- a spatially-localized and state-selective outcoupling can be realized. Unfortunately,
according to equation (19) raising themagnetic-field offsetBbot also leads to an acceleration of the outcoupled
atoms due to the small anti-trapping potential caused by the general Zeeman effect. Consequently, there is a
trade-off between the efficiency of outcoupling atoms into the m 0F = state and the resulting expansion velocity
of these atoms.
2.3.Output state
Based on the results of the previous section, we are now able tomake qualitative predictions about the shape of
the output state of the space atom laser. Under the assumption that the outcoupling process takes only place at
the edge of the BEC and is slow enough not to excite collective oscillations of the remaining trapped atoms, we
can treat x t,1y- ( ) as being in the ground state determined by the time-independent GP equation (8), but with a
decreasing number of particles.When in additionwe neglect the kinetic energy term according to the Thomas–
Fermi approximation [38], andmake use of equation (9), we can define the time-dependent chemical potential
x xt V t V t, , 281 trap, 1 intm » +- -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
validwithin the trapped BEC.We stress that this approximation oversimplifies the true dynamics of the
outcoupling process, especially close to the edge of the BEC, but it is still useful to get an intuitive understanding
of the general properties of the outcoupled state.





















( ( ) ) ( ) ( )
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∣ ∣
which states that the trapping potential for the m 1F = - state is spatially constant over thewhole
resonance area.
Applying equations (29) to (28) yields a similar relation for the interaction potential






















( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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∣ ∣
Hence, the interaction energy of the outcoupled atoms is approximately equal across the resonance area, and
consequently the amount of kinetic energy that these atoms gain by running down the interaction hill is equal,
too. As a consequence, themomentumdistribution of the space atom laser is a thin spherical shell centered
around zero.We emphasize that the geometry of the initially trapped BECdoes not play any role in this
derivation. Thus, evenwhen the initial BEC is trapped in an elongated, anisotropic trap, themomentum
distribution of the outcoupled shell has a spherical shape.
However, the distribution of themomentumdensity within this spherical shell is in general not isotropic.
Indeed, its angular dependence is determined by the coupling strength of the rffield aswell as by the shape of the
trapped BEC aswewill show in section 4. Finally, after a sufficiently long free evolution time the density
distribution in position space is determined by themomentumdistribution and therefore also has the shape of a
spherical shell.
For amore comprehensive study of the output state of the space atom laser several additional effects need to
be considered that lead to deviations from the ideal spherical shape of themomentumdistribution: (i) collective
excitations of the trapped BEC result in non-vanishingmomenta of the just outcoupled atoms and (ii) the small
anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = state, equation (19), introduces a spatially dependent acceleration. Both
of these effects depend on the geometry of themagnetic trap and are, thus, highly anisotropic in general.
Nevertheless, if these effects can be kept small, the output of the space atom laser is quite isotropic both in
position andmomentum space.
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2.4. Rotating-wave approximation
In order to eliminate the oscillating terms in equation (2), which is necessary to perform analytical calculations
or numerical simulations of the dynamics, we transform to the internal rotating frame by introducing thewave
functions
e . 31m m V t miF F 0 bot,0 F
y y= w- -˜ ( )( )
As long as t0 rfw D∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ for all times t, we can safely apply the rotating-wave approximation [42] and rewrite


























































































where theHamiltonian HmF˜ on the diagonal is defined by
x x x xH H t H t V
M
V t V t, ,
2
, , . 33xm m m m m mbot,
2 2
trap, int,F F F F F F

= = - = -

+ +˜ ˜ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
The additional term
V V V V2 34BR bot, 1 bot, 1 bot,0= + -- + ( )
in equation (32) accounts for the asymmetric splitting of the hyperfine sublevels due to the Zeeman effect
calculatedwith the Breit–Rabi formula (16).
When comparing equations (2) and (32), wefind that the amount of constant offset terms on the diagonal of
thematrix aswell as the frequency of the time-dependent oscillations on the off-diagonal elements has been
reduced significantly. Thus, we can nowuse this set of differential equations to determine the dynamics of the
space atom laser. In order to further reduce the computational costs of solving equation (32) the transformations
and scalings described in [43, 44] can be applied, which are especially beneficial for long free evolution times of
the output state.
3.Model sequence
After having discussed the theoretical basis of the space atom laser we present in this section the numerical
results of amodel sequence that illustrate what to expect from actually performing an rf outcoupling experiment
with BECs inmicrogravity.Wefirst describe the setup of our test sequence and show that the parameters fulfill
the conditions for a spatially-dependent and state-selective outcoupling as described in section 2.2.We then
present the results of our numerical simulations and analyse the characteristic effects of the space atom laser.
3.1. Setup
The setup of ourmodel sequence is based on realistic values that are in accordance with the planned capabilities
of the CAL apparatus [37]. Table 1 contains the values of the relevant physical quantities, which correspond to
only one of themany different scenarios that we have been testing for our study. The influence of different
parameters on the outcoupling result is discussed in section 5.
For the sake of simplicitywehave chosen a cylindrically symmetric trap,where the trapping potentials for the
different hyperfine sublevels are calculatedwith theBreit–Rabi formula (16) and the harmonicmagneticfield
B x

































∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ( )
Table 1. List of the physical parameters for themodel sequence.
Number of particles N = 105
Trap frequencies ωx=ωy = 2π·30 Hz
ωz = 2π·15 Hz
Magneticfieldminimum Bbot = 4 G
Rabi frequency rfW = 2π·90 Hz
rf offset ω0 = 2π·2.799 MHz
rf-outcoupling time trf = 90 ms
Full evolution time tmax = 140 ms
7
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The curvatures of themagnetic field have been chosen to generate infirst order a harmonic trap for the m 1F = -
state with the trap frequencies xw , yw and zw . In order to do so, we have used the linear Zeeman effect,





i x y z
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With the number of particles and the trap frequencies listed in table 1we numerically obtain the chemical
potential
2 318 Hz 371 m p=- · ( )
for the ground state of the system as the solution to the time-independent GP equation (8). This ground state
represents the starting point of our outcoupling sequence, which is illustrated infigure 2.
At the time t=0 the rffieldwith the Rabi frequency rfW is switched on and the rf frequency trfw ( ), defined
by equation (23), is linearly ramped down over 90 ms according to the time dependent detuning
t t t2 319 Hz 1.6
Hz
ms




⎠( ) · · ( )
At the end of this ramp-down the rffield is switched off completely. Subsequently, the trap bottom aswell as the
trap frequencies are linearly ramped downover 5 ms from B 4 Gbot = to 1 G and from iw as listed in table 1 to
0.1 iw , respectively. At the time t 95 ms= themagnetic trap is switched off, while the offsetmagnetic field is
reduced to B 0.2 Gbot = . From this point onward thewhole system evolves freely till t 110 ms= , when the
magnetic gradientfield
xB t z t, 1
G
mm
for 110 ms 112 ms 39grad  =( ) · ( )
is applied for 2 ms. Finally, at t 140 ms= the simulation ends and the final states are analyzed.
The time dependence of the rf frequency given by equation (38) ensures that the outcoupling process starts
resonantly at the very edge of the BEC, and the resonance is then shifted closer and closer to the center of the trap
asmore andmore atoms are transferred from the trapped to the untrapped state. In this waywe can
continuously empty the BEC from the edge to the center as proposed in [14], while ensuring that the kinetic
energy gained per particle stays constant during thewhole outcoupling process.
By keeping themagnetic trap switched on for a short time after the rf outcoupling has stopped, the
remaining atoms in the m 1F = - state are separated from the free expanding atoms in the m 0F = state, so that
the predicted spherical shell can formwithout perturbations from the other states.
In order to suppress the acceleration of the outcoupled atoms due to the anti-trapping potential (19) during
this process, the trap bottom aswell as the trap frequencies are ramped down and the trap isfinally switched off.
For the remainder of the evolution a smallmagnetic-field offset ismaintained to ensure a proper quantization
axis for the hyperfine sublevels. Themagnetic field gradient (39) serves the purpose of removing the atoms in the
m 1F = - state from the detection area. The timing of themagnetic gradient is chosen so that the particle
densities have dropped sufficiently tominimize interactions between the different hyperfine states when passing
through each other. Note also that themomentum shift for the m 0F = state caused by themagnetic gradient
field is negligible.
Figure 2. Schematic diagramof the outcoupling sequence featuring a linear ramp-down of the rf detuning trfD ( ), a subsequent ramp-
down of the offsetmagneticfieldBbot and the trap frequenciesωx,ωy andωz as well as a short pulsewith amagnetic fieldBgrad
exhibiting a linear gradient along the z-axis.
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Before turning to the results of our numerical simulations, we verify that the physical parameters that we
have chosen for ourmodel sequence are in accordancewith the conditions on spatial- and state-selectivity
derived in section 2. In addition, we also evaluate for this setup the strength of the anti-trapping potential for the
m 0F = state.
Firstly, in order to outcouple the atoms only locally, our systemneeds to fulfill the condition (26) as
discussed in appendix B.1.Whenwe apply the result (37) for 1 m- and the value for rfW listed in table 1 to
equation (26) divided by 2 Hz 2p( ) we obtain
1.0 10 8.1 10 . 405 3´ ´ ( )
Hence, the Rabi frequency that we have used should indeed be small enough to allow a spatial-selective
outcoupling.
Secondly, to avoid transferring atoms from the untrapped to the anti-trapped state, the condition (27)
derived in appendix B.2 needs to hold true. By inserting the chemical potential (37) and the value of the
minimumof themagnetic field given by table 1 into equation (27)we get
16 G 2.2 G . 412 2 ( )
Thus, the asymmetry between the transition frequencies 1,0w- and 0, 1w + is large enough to suppress sufficiently
the unwanted outcoupling to the anti-trapped state.
As a last checkwe compare the ratio of the trapping potentials for the m 0F = and the m 1F = - state, which















Although this ratio is quite small, wewill see in section 4 that the anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = state still
has a relevant impact on the output of the space atom laser. In principle, this effect could be reduced by further
lowering the value of themagnetic trap bottomBbot. However, in doing so, wewould reduce the validity of the
inequality(41), which follows from equation (27). Hence, the value ofBbot listed in table 1 is chosen as a
compromise to fulfill both conditions as good as possible.
In summary, the parameters that we have chosen for our setup fulfill all necessary requirements for a
spatially-dependent aswell as state-selective outcoupling. In the next subsectionwe present the results of this
outcoupling process.
3.2. Time evolution
The initial state for the time evolutionwas found by numerically solving the time-independent GP equation (8)
by an imaginary time propagationmethod [45]. The dynamics of the three hyperfine sublevels x t,mFy ( )
governed by the coupledGP equations (32) and themodel sequence described in section 3.1was then computed
by aDormand–Prince embeddedmethod [46]. In order to avoid reflections of the outgoingwave functions at
the edge of the numerical grid, wemade use of suitable imaginary absorption potentials [47].
The non-integrated density distributions of all three states on the xz-plane are displayed infigure 3 for the
time t 40 ms= , which lies in themiddle of the rf-outcoupling sequence displayed infigure 2. Amovie with the
full time evolution is accessible in the online version of this article.
During the outcoupling processmore andmore atoms are transferred from the trapped to the untrapped
state which slowly expands. In this stage thewave functions of these two states resemble the slightly elongated
shape of the initial state as shown infigure 3 and undergo small periodic oscillations, which indicate the onset of
collective excitations within the system. A small fraction of the BEC is also coupled to the anti-trapped state and
is rapidly accelerated away from the center of the trap.
After the rffield has been switched off at t 90 ms= the remaining atoms in the m 1F = - state are
accelerated along the negative z-axis by amagnetic field gradient at t 110 ms= andmove out of the detection
area. The outcoupled atoms in the m 0F = state on the other hand are onlymarginally affected by themagnetic
gradient and form anearly spherically symmetric shell that slowly expands along all spatial directions away from
the initial BEC.
Figure 4 displays the corresponding time dependence of the number of particles in each sublevel. Initially, all
the atoms are in the m 1F = - sublevel. During the outcoupling process the number of atoms in the untrapped
state grows quite continuously with small oscillationsmodulating the particle gain, while the number of trapped
atoms is reduced by the same amount. These oscillations are a consequence of the collective oscillations
introduced into the systemby the outcoupling process.
Close to the end of the rf coupling the number of particles in the anti-trapped state increases sincemore
atoms approach the resonance area between the m 0F = and the m 1F = + sublevel indicated by the green
dotted line infigure 3. Consequently, the amount of particles in the m 0F = state decreases slightly. After the rf
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field is switched off at t 90 ms= the number of particles stays constant in all sublevels for the rest of the
evolution.
In summary, wewere able to empty the m 1F = - sublevel nearly completely and to transfer 71%of the
atoms to the m 0F = sublevel at the end of the outcoupling process with a loss of 26% to the unwanted m 1F = +
sublevel.We emphasize that ourmodel sequence represents a trade-off between transfer efficiency, expansion
velocity and isotropy of the output state and that even higher transfer rates can be easily reachedwith a setup
specifically chosen for that purpose.
Figure 3.Density distributions of the trapped (left image), untrapped (central image) and anti-trapped state (right image) on the
xz-plane for the time t 40 ms= during themodel sequence of figure 2. The red dotted line displays the areawhere the resonance
condition, equation (21), for the transition between the m 1F = - and m 0F = sublevels is fulfilled, while the green line shows the
resonance area for the transition between the m 0F = and m 1F = + sublevels given by equation (22). For numerical reasons an
imaginary absorption potential was implemented for the anti-trapped state, which takes on nonzero values outside of thewhite dashed
line, but does not influence the dynamics of the other states. During the time evolution an increasing number of atoms is transferred to
the m 0F = sublevel and expands away from the center of the trap, while there are also losses to the m 1F = + state. After the end of the
outcoupling process at t 90 ms= the remaining atoms in the m 1F = - sublevel are removed by amagnetic field gradient. A video
displaying thewhole time evolution can be found in the online version of this paper. For the sake of visibility the colormaps are
rescaled several times during the video to compensate for the decreasing density due to the expansion of the atom cloud.
Figure 4.Change of the number of particles in each hyperfine sublevel as a function of time for themodel sequence offigure 2. Initially
all atoms occupy the m 1F = - sublevel, which is emptied in a continuous, slightly oscillatorymanner in the course of the outcoupling
process. The number of particles in the m 0F = sublevel grows over time, but towards the end it decreases slightly and the particle
number in the m 1F = + state rises. After the rffield is switched off at t 90 ms= the occupation numbers remain constant till the end
of the evolution.
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3.3. Analysis of the output state
Thefinal density distributions of the untrapped state in position andmomentum are depicted infigure 5. For
convenience themomentumdistribution is displayed as a velocity distributionmaking it easier to extract the
expansion velocities of the space atom laser. Both the spatial and themomentumdensity distribution show a
fairly isotropic structure, which is in good agreementwith the predictionsmade in section 2.3, and discussed in
more detail in section 4.
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wherewe limit the integration to the volumeVmp around themain peak, which is restricted by thewhite dashed
ellipse infigure 5(a). The semi-principal axes of this ellipse, which in three dimensions is an ellipsoid, are defined
by the points where the density x t,0 max 2y∣ ( )∣ has decreased to 10−3 of itsmaximumvalue along the respective
axis. This procedure allows us to reliably compare our results with future experimental data: since in an
experiment only the density around themain peakwould produce a large enough signal to bemeasuredwith
state-of-the-art detection schemes, themomentumdistribution should also be restricted to themain peak.
Typically the atoms outside of themain peak have a higher velocity, which can be caused either by off-resonant
outcoupling in a regionwith higher spatial density and, hence, larger interaction energy or by outcoupling atoms
that undergo collective oscillations of the system and, thus, already have a highermomentum. In summary, by
restricting to themain peak, we ensure that our results are independent of these experimentally non-detectable,
fast-moving atoms and thus aremore useful for experimentalists.
To further quantify the output of the space atom laser we consider the number of particles within themain
peak
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The values of these two quantities for themodel sequence are listed in table 2 together with thewidth of the shell-
like velocity distribution v t,mp maxỹ ( ) obtained by aGaussian fit along the vx- and vz-axes. Themomentum
overlapfidelity is discussed in the next section as ameasure for the isotropy of the distribution. Table 2 also
displays the corresponding values obtained for a free expansion of the initial BECby completely switching off the
Figure 5. Final density distributions in position andmomentum space of the untrapped state for themodel sequence of figure 2.
(a)The spatial density x t,0 max 2y∣ ( )∣ displayed in the xz-plane is rather isotropic with a shell-likemain peak. Thewhite dashed line
indicates the separation ellipsoid used to distinguish between themain peak and faster expanding contributions. (b)The
correspondingmomentumdensity v t,mp max 2y∣ ˜ ( )∣ for themain peak is also quite isotropicwith a slight elongation along the vx-axis.
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trapwithout using any rffield. In this case, all particles remain obviously in the m 1F = - state and all the
relevant quantities are, therefore, calculated for this state.
There are of course some particle losses when using a rf-outcouplingmethod compared to releasing all
atoms from the trap by a sudden switch-off. Nevertheless, our test sequence demonstrates a good transfer
efficiency of N N 0.65mp = from the initial BEC to themain peak of the space atom laser, which confirms the
state-selectivity of ourmethod. In principle, even better outcoupling efficiencies can be reached by using a
higher trap bottomBbot, but this strategy leads to increasing expansion velocities due to the anti-trapping
potential (19) for the m 0F = state.
For the space atom laserwe obtain a substantially lower expansion velocity vmp¯ comparedwith a BEC freely
expanding after a sudden release. This effect is due to the different releasemechanisms used in these two
scenarios: in the case of a BEC suddenly released from the trap the entire interaction energy is transformed to
kinetic energy during the subsequent expansion dynamics.However, with the space atom laser we continuously
outcouple atoms from the very edge of the BEC,where the interaction energy density is low. This release over
time ensures that in total far less interaction energy is converted to kinetic energy and that the average expansion
velocity is consequentlymuch smaller than for a sudden release of thewhole BEC.
We emphasize that vmp¯ represents the average expansion velocity and not thewidth of the velocity
distribution. Fromfigure 5 one can deduce that thewidth of the shell-like velocity distribution ismuch smaller
than vmp¯ . By fitting aGaussian to a linear cut through the velocity distribution along the vx- and vz-axes,
respectively, we obtain the velocity widths displayed in table 2.Whenwe relate these velocity widths to an
effective temperature
T M k 46i veff,
2
Bis= ( )
we obtainT 133 pKxeff, = andT 47 pKzeff, = , which are deep in the picokelvin regime. The small velocity spread
within the velocity shell of the space atom laser is comparable to state-of-the-art experiments [28, 48, 49]
employing delta-kick collimation to reduce themomentumwidth of the atomic cloud. Therefore, our rf-
outcouplingmethod provides another independent approach of preparing ultra-cold atoms in the sub-
nanokelvin regime.
Most of the analysis of the output state throughout this paper is performed in terms of themomentum
distribution, which contains not only the average 3D-expansion velocity and thewidth of the shell-like velocity
distribution, but also valuable information about the directionality and the isotropy of the space atom laser.
Note that given an isotropic distribution, hownarrow the shell inmomentum space can be is limited by the
inverse of the radial width of the shell in position representation. This limitation corresponds to theHeisenberg
uncertainty relation for position andmomentum applied to a spherically symmetric wave function. In absence
of gravity, and for atoms freely propagating after the outcoupling, the radial extent is determined by the radial
expansion velocity vmp¯ times the total outcoupling time trf . Hence, taking into account that
E p vmp wD = D = D( ) ¯ , the aforementioned limit can be equivalently written in terms of a frequency
linewidth and the total outcoupling time, and it is directly related toHeisenberg’s uncertainty relation for time
and energy. These considerations are analogous to the results obtained for the one-dimensional case in [14],
where various aspects connectedwith the linewidth of atom lasers were investigated in detail.
In principle, very narrow linewidths can be achieved for sufficiently weak outcoupling so that the
outcoupling time trf becomes very large and nonlinear interactions in the dilute cloud of outcoupled atoms are
negligible. However, this would typically lead to rather small atom fluxes that would severely limit the interest of
such atom lasers and compromise absorption imaging of the emitted atomic cloud.On the other hand, for the
intermediate outcoupling strengths considered here higher fluxes are possible, but additional effects such as
nonlinear interactions during the outcoupling process prevent the Fourier limit for the linewidth that has been
mentioned above frombeing reached.
Table 2.Comparison of the numerical results of themodel sequence offigure 2 for the space atom laser with the expansion of the initial BEC
after a sudden release from the trap.
Space atom laser Sudden trap release
Atoms in themain peak:Nmp 65479 99945
Average 3D-expansion velocity: vmp¯ 410 μm s−1 864 μm s−1
Width of the velocity shell: ,v vx zs s( ) 113, 67 m s 1m -( ) –
Momentumoverlapfidelity: F mpy[ ˜ ] 0.961 0.842
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4. Isotropy of the outcoupled shell
In this sectionwe have a closer look at the isotropy of the output state of the space atom laser. Since for a
sufficiently long free evolution time the spatial density distribution is determined by themomentum
distribution, we focus throughout this section on themomentumdistribution.
4.1.Momentumoverlapfidelity
As ameasure of the isotropy of a given statewe introduce themomentum overlap fidelity
F
v v v v t v v t
v v v v t
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1, 47
x z x z z x
x z x z
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which calculates the overlap between mpy∣ ˜ ∣and the same state rotated by 90 degrees on the v vx z-plane. For a
perfectly isotropic state we have F=1. The advantage of using F mpy[ ˜ ] lies in the fact that thismeasure is
sensitive to the local isotropy of themomentumdistribution and does not just compare integrated quantities.
Clearly, equation (47) onlymeasures the four-fold symmetry of themomentumdistribution andwould also
imply F=1 for a four-pointed star or a cross-shaped distribution.However, formagnetically trapped BECs
outcoupled inmicrogravity the spatial andmomentumdistributions typically tend towards elliptical shapes as
illustrated infigures 5 and 6. The anisotropy of such distributions can be reliably characterized by the
momentumoverlap fidelity presented here.
In table 2 themomentumoverlapfidelity for ourmodel sequence is comparedwith the value corresponding
to a BEC freely expanding after sudden release. Clearly, our rf-outcouplingmethod leads to amuchmore
isotropicmomentumdistribution. This isotropy is one of the unique properties of the space atom laser
compared to other sources of ultra-cold atoms, especially when taking into account that for the space atom laser
it emerges naturally during the outcoupling process, as discussed in section 2.3.
4.2.Dependence on theRabi frequency
As alreadymentioned earlier, several experimental parameters do have an impact on the isotropy of the
outcoupled state, in particular the Rabi frequency and the strength of the anti-trapping potential for the m 0F =
Figure 6.Momentumdensity distributions v t,mp max 2y∣ ˜ ( )∣ for themain peak of the space atom laser together with themomentum
overlap fidelity F mpy[ ˜ ] for different Rabi frequencies whilst (a) taking into account the anti-trapping potential, equation (19), for the
m 0F = state and (b) setting xV t, 0trap,0 =( ) . For 2 90 Hzrf pW = · themomentumdistribution possesses a nearly isotropic, ring-
like shape. For smaller Rabi frequencies the ring gets wider and themomentumdensity is distributed anisotropically across the ring,
while for higher Rabi frequencies themomentumdistribution gets strongly deformed. For small andmediumRabi frequencies the
anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = state (a) leads to a broadening of themomentumdistribution, whereas for 2 150 Hzrf pW = ·
this effect is onlyminor.
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state. Infigure 6 themomentumdistributions and the corresponding values of F mpy[ ˜ ] are displayed for three
different Rabi frequencies. Infigure 6(a)wehave used exactly the same sequence as described in section 3, while
the results displayed infigure 6(b)were obtained by setting xV t, 0trap,0 =( ) during the outcoupling process.
As can be easily seen, the choice of the correct Rabi frequency is crucial for generating an isotropic output
state. Even though figure 6 shows in principle a ring-like shape for all three Rabi frequencies, the density
distribution across this ring depends strongly on rfW . For small Rabi frequencies ( 2 40 Hzrf pW = · ) the
momentumdensity along the vx-axis is the highest, while for large Rabi frequencies ( 2 150 Hzrf pW = · )most
atoms have amomentumpointing along the vz-axis. For the intermediate value 2 90 Hzrf pW = · the
momentumdensity is distributed equally on all spatial directions forming a truly isotropic distribution.
This phenomenon can be explained in the followingway: for small Rabi frequencies the outcoupling is weak
enough not to excite collectivemodes of the trapped BEC. Instead, the atoms are outcoupled at the edge of the
BEC, gain a specific amount of kinetic energy equal to the interaction energy (30) and propagate orthogonally
away from the surface of the trapped BEC. Since this surface is an ellipsoid elongated along the z-axis as displayed
in the left image offigure 3,most atoms have a larger velocity along the x- and y-axes than along the z-axis and
this leads to themomentumdistribution displayed in thefirst image offigure 6.
As the Rabi frequency is increased the resonance for transitions from the m 1F = - to the m 0F = hyperfine
state gets wider, so thatmore atoms are outcoupled at once. This relation leads to the onset of collective
oscillations of the trapped BEC and also changes the distribution of directions inwhich the outcoupled atoms
propagate away from the condensate. Since zw is the smallest trap frequency the spatial density of the trapped
BEChas the lowest slope along the z-axis and thus an increase in the resonance width directly leads to an
overproportional gain of atoms being outcoupled along the z-axis comparedwith the x- and y-axes. As a
consequence, by increasing theRabi frequency the output of the space atom laser changes from a regimewhere
most atoms propagate along the tight-confining axes to a regime, where amajority of the atoms are outcoupled
along theweakly-confining axis, as displayed in figure 6. Obviously, for intermediate Rabi frequencies this effect
results in amore isotropicmomentumdistribution.
However, as our numerical simulations have shown, the true dynamics of the space atom laser ismore
complex due to the influence of collective oscillations, which distort the shape of the trapped BEC and thus lead
to substantial deviations from the ellipsoidal shape. Consequently, for large Rabi frequencies the resulting
momentumdistributions lose their ring-like shape as displayed on the right columnoffigure 6.Nevertheless,
the above considerations are valuable to explain the general dependence of the shape of themomentum
distribution on the Rabi frequency.
4.3. Influence of the anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = state
In addition, as shown infigure 6, the strength of the anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = state, given by
equation (19), also has a strong influence on the isotropy of the output state, especially for small and
intermediate Rabi frequencies. Indeed, whenwe compare the results for the correct anti-trapping potential in
figure 6(a)with the ones for xV t, 0trap,0 =( ) shown infigure 6(b), we observe a clear broadening of the
momentumdistribution due to the additional acceleration away from the initial BEC. Since this acceleration is
proportional to the strength of themagnetic trap, its effect is stronger along the tightly-confining axes, which
leads to an anisotropic elongation of themomentumdistribution along these axes and, consequently, to a
reduced overlapfidelity F mpy[ ˜ ]. For large Rabi frequencies the atoms are coupled back and forth between the
m 1F = - and the m 0F = statesmultiple times so that in this case they are not continuously exposed to the anti-
trapping potential for the m 0F = state and this causes substantially less broadening of themomentum
distribution, as shown in the last column offigure 6.
In summary, the anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = state prevents us from reaching even higher
isotropies with our rf outcoupling scheme. Therefore, it is advisable to reduce the impact of this potential as
much as possible. According to equation (19) lowering the trap bottomBbot or the trap frequencies of the
magnetic trapwould help in reaching this goal. However, by loweringBbot, the asymmetry (18) between the
different hyperfine states would also be reduced and this would lead to a larger loss rate to the m 1F = + state
during the outcoupling process. As a consequence, one needs tomake a trade-off between the outcoupling
efficiency and the expansion rate of the atoms. The parameters used for ourmodel sequence constitute such a
compromise and show that it is indeed possible to achieve a good performance of the space atom laser with rf
outcoupling.
One possible solution to circumvent this trade-off would be to use a highly stablemicrowave source to drive
an effectively two-level systembetween the F m1, 1F= = - and the F m2, 0F= = states as demonstrated for
an earth-bound laboratory in [32, 33]. In this case one could lower the offsetmagnetic field furtherwithout
losing atoms to an unwanted state. As a result, the outcoupling efficiency could bemaximized, while at the same
time the potential due to the general Zeeman effect, which for the F m2, 0F= = state is a trapping potential
[40], would have just aminor effect on the expansion dynamics.However, the absolute requirements on the
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stability and the tuneability of themicrowave frequency would be the same as in the rf case, butwith an offset
frequency of the order 103 times larger. Nevertheless, usingmicrowave outcouplers in a dedicated experimental
setup could be oneway to suppress the higher-order Zeeman potential for the untrapped state and allow even
higher isotropies.
Another alternative for reducing the acceleration that acts on the outcoupled atoms is to superimpose an
optical dipole trapwhich compensates themagnetic potential for the m 0F = state as demonstrated in [24, 36]
with a horizontal wave guide.However, transferring this concept tomicrogravity would require three optical
beams in order to compensate the elongatedmagnetic trap along all spatial directions and is, therefore, quite
challenging to implement.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that the effect of a constant output velocity across the resonance
areawas alreadymentioned in [8] in the context of a theoretical study of an atom laser with a continuous
repumpingmechanism that allowed to keep thewave function of the trapped state constant during the
dynamics.Within this paper we have shown that an isotropic and narrow velocity distribution can be realized
evenwhen the trapped state is continuously emptied over time and undergoes small collective oscillations
during the outcoupling process. In addition, we have also discussed in detail the origin of possible deviations
from this isotropic shape depending on theRabi frequency. Finally, we stress that despite the additional
acceleration due to the general Zeeman effect our rf-outcoupling scheme for the space atom laser allows to
convert an initially trapped, anisotropic BEC into a nearly isotropic, freely expanding one.
5. Influence of varying parameters
The results presented in sections 3 and 4 demonstrate the properties of the space atom laser for an outcoupling
sequence that was optimized for a particular set of systemparameters. For different setups this procedure can be
repeated and a suitable outcoupling scheme can be found for each case. However, in practice not all parameters
such as the number of particles, or the value of themagnetic-field offset are known at arbitrary precision. In fact,
theymight vary substantially from shot to shot, or over a longer period. It is, therefore, of great importance to
understand the behavior of the systemunder different conditions.
In this sectionwe study the influence of such varying parameters on the outcoupling results. Atfirst we
change the initial number of particles and the Rabi frequency associatedwith the rf field, but apply otherwise
exactly the same outcoupling sequence shown infigure 2. In a second stepwe also vary themagnetic-field offset.
Tomeasure the effect of these changes on the outcoupling process, we look at the outcoupled fractionNmp/N
for themain peak of the space atom laser, the corresponding average expansion velocity vmp¯ and themomentum
overlapfidelity F mpy[ ˜ ].We conclude this sectionwith a brief discussion of the position dependence of the Rabi
frequency across the outcoupling region due to spatial variations of the rf-field strength and themagnetic-field
alignment.
5.1. Varying number of particles andRabi frequency
Wehave performedmore than one thousand simulations to study the influence of a varying number of particles
in the initial BEC and different but constant coupling strengths during the outcoupling sequence. The number
of particles has been varied by up to±50%aroundN=105with a step size of 10%,while the Rabi frequency has
been scanned from 0rfW = to 2 300 Hzrf pW = · with a step size of 2 2.5 Hzp · . The outcoupling efficiency,
the average expansion velocity, and themomentumoverlapfidelity for all these combinations are shown in
figure 7.
To understand the rich structure of these parameter plots, we divide them into several regimes, which can be
summarized as follows: (i) there is a general dependency of the outcoupling results on the initial particle number
N, (ii) in the regime 2 50 Hzrf pW < · the overall performance is quite poor and (iii) for 2 100 Hzrf pW > · the
output results oscillate with increasing Rabi frequency. The choice of parameters for themodel sequence
discussed in the previous sections is highlighted in figure 7with awhite rectangle and lies in a small sweet spot
(iv) between these different regimes that yields good results for all threemeasures.
(i) Impact of the particle number For awide range of Rabi frequencies the results of the outcoupling process
do depend on the initial particle numberN as displayed infigure 7. The reason for this effect is that by varying the
initial particle numberN the chemical potential changes and consequently the edge of the BEC is shiftedwith
respect to the ellipsoidwhere the outcoupling transition is resonant. Hence, for a lower particle number the rf
field is initially resonant outside of the BEC,while for a larger number of particles the resonance lies initially
within the BEC. In the latter case the outcoupled atoms gainmoremomentumdue to the higher interaction
energy density inside the BEC,which explains the higher expansion velocities vmp¯ observed for larger initial
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BECs (seefigure 7(b)). Fastermoving atoms also reach the resonance area between the m 0F = and the m 1F = +
state earlier and are, therefore,more likely to be coupled to the anti-trapped state. This lossmechanism reduces
the outcoupling efficiency N Nmp with growing initial particle number (seefigure 7(a)).
In addition, the resonance area for the rf transition has the same shape as themagnetic trap, which is
elongated along the z-axis. Thus, the losses to the m 1F = + state are distributed anisotropicaly leading to a
smallermomentumoverlap fidelity for the outcoupled state as displayed infigure 7(c).
(ii) Shut-down for small coupling strength In the regime of small Rabi frequencies ( 2 50 Hzrf pW < · ) the
outcoupling efficiency decreases from itsmaximumvalue to zero for vanishing coupling strength. In addition,
the expansion velocity is very large and themomentumoverlapfidelity isminimal.
The decreasing outcoupling efficiency can be traced back to the fact that for small Rabi frequencies the
coupling between the hyperfine sublevels is tooweak to fully empty the BEC from the edge to the center and,
thus, the amount of outcoupled atoms approaches zero as rfW decreases (seefigure 7(a)). As a consequence, the
outcoupling process is slower than the ramp-downof the rf frequency, as given by equation (38), and the
resonance is thus shifted closer to the center of the BEC,where the interaction energies are larger and the
outcoupled atoms gainmoremomentum.
This effect is even amplified for larger BECs, since in this case the outcoupling process is resonantwithin the
BEC already from the start. As a consequence, we observe an increase of vmp¯ for growingN and decreasing rfW as
shown infigure 7(b). The fact that for small values of rfW themomentumoverlapfidelity decreases has been
discussed in section 4 in connectionwithfigure 6 and can be attributed to the elongated shape of the trapped
Figure 7.Outcoupled fraction (a), average expansion velocity (b) andmomentumoverlap fidelity (c) for varying numbers of particles
in the initial BEC and different values of the Rabi frequency. Dark red colors indicate a high outcoupling efficiency (a), dark blue colors
correspond to low expansion velocities (b) and dark green colors to a high isotropy (c) of the output state. In all three plots thewhite
rectangle highlights the parameters used in themodel sequence presented in section 3. For large values of rfW all threemeasures show
an oscillatory behavior. The outcoupled fraction ismaximal for smallN and small rfW , while it approaches zero for even smaller values
of rfW and has anotherminimum for largeN and intermediate values of rfW . The average expansion velocity getsminimal for smallN
and intermediate values of rfW . Themomentumoverlapfidelity possesses a strong oscillatory behavior, but is relatively close to one
and constant for intermediate values of rfW .
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BEC,which favors an anisotropic distribution of the velocity density for small Rabi frequencies. Consequently,
F mpy[ ˜ ] getsminimal for decreasing rfW as displayed infigure 7(c).
(iii) Rabi oscillations for large coupling strengthAnother distinct feature is the oscillatory behavior observed for
all threemeasures,which sets in for values of 2 100 Hzrf pW > · with a constant periodicity of approximately
10 Hz. As shown infigure 7, these stripe patterns aremutually correlated so that a high outcoupling efficiency
corresponds to large expansion rates and low isotropy,while a small outcoupling efficiency is connected to smaller
expansionvelocities and a highermomentumoverlapfidelity. This relation is a consequence of the increasingRabi
frequency,which allows to simultaneously transfer an ever growing fractionof the trapped state to the untrapped
state and back till eventually thewholeBECundergoes full Rabi oscillations between the trapped and the
untrapped state. Finally, the validity of the sharp-resonance condition (26) breaks down for large values of rfW . In
this case the outcoupling results crucially dependon thephase of theRabi cycle transferring the atomsback and
forth between the m 1F = - and the m 0F = state. If the rffield is switchedoff when a lot of atoms are in the
untrapped state, then all these atoms expand together and their interaction energy gets converted into kinetic
energy leading to fairly high expansion velocities.On the other hand, if only few atoms are in the untrapped state
after switch-off, their interaction energy ismuch smaller and they consequently expandmore slowly.
In addition, with a growing Rabi frequencymore collectivemodes are excited and deform the trapped BEC
at an increasing rate. This effect leads to a less isotropicmomentumdistributionwhenmost atoms are
outcoupled simultaneously at the end of the sequence instead of being outcoupled over time and averaging out
the collective oscillations of the BEC to a certain degree. Finally, when a lot of atoms are continuously transferred
back and forth between the m 1F = - and the m 0F = state during the rf ramp-down, then far fewer atoms are
coupled to the m 1F = + state and thus the outcoupling efficiency aswell as the isotropy of the output state
increases slightly for large values of rfW , as displayed infigures 7(a) and (c), respectively.
To better illustrate the Rabi oscillationsmentioned above,figure 8 shows the time dependence of the
number of particles in the m 0F = state forfive different values of the Rabi frequency. For small Rabi frequencies
( 2 40 Hzrf pW = · ) the population of the untrapped state growsmonotonically and reaches very high values.
For intermediate Rabi frequencies ( 2 90 Hzrf pW = · and 150 Hz) this gain of particles ismodulated by
oscillations which grow in amplitude for larger values of rfW . In addition, losses to the m 1F = + state lead to a
slight reduction ofN0(t) towards the end of the outcoupling process. Nevertheless, in this intermediate regime
the Rabi frequency affects the outcoupling efficiency only slightly and the final value of the number of
outcoupled atoms ismainly determined by the slope of the rf ramp.
This situation changes for larger values of rfW , as shown infigure 8(b), where roughly half of the BEC
undergoes Rabi oscillations with losses, in the sense that not all atoms transferred to the untrapped state are
coupled back to the trapped one. Thus, over time the average number of particles in the untrapped state
increases, butwith amuch smaller rate compared to the intermediate regime, figure 8(a). In this case the final
number of outcoupled atoms crucially depends onwhether the rffield is switched off close to amaximumor a
minimumof these Rabi oscillations. Since for ourmodel sequence the rf field is switched on for 90 ms a shift of
2 11 Hzp · of the Rabi frequency enables an additional full Rabi cycle within the outcoupling time, which is in
excellent agreement with the stripe pattern shown infigure 7.Hence, the difference of 2 5 Hzp · of the Rabi
frequency displayed infigure 8(b) roughly corresponds to half a Rabi cycle resulting in a large difference of the
final atomnumber N t0 max( ).
Figure 8.Change over time of the number of particles in the m 0F = state for different values of the Rabi frequency and a constant
number of particlesN=105 for the initial BEC. For small and intermediate Rabi frequencies (a) the time dependence changes from a
monotonic growth ( 2 40 Hzrf pW = · ) to a gainmodulated by increasing oscillations ( 2 150 Hzrf pW = · ). For large Rabi
frequencies (b)N0(t) is dominated by strong oscillations and its final value is very sensitive to rfW .
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The aforementioned Rabi oscillations between the trapped and the untrapped states can also be understood
froma different but equivalent perspective, namely in the context of adiabatic dressed potentials [50–53], which
lead to a deformation of the external potentials for all hyperfine sublevels in the case of growing coupling
strength rfW . As a consequence, for large Rabi frequencies nearly all atoms are trappedwithin the dressed
potentialsmixing the hyperfine sublevels so that there is no continuous outcoupling as long as the rffield is
switched on. After swiching off the rf field, the atoms are projected back to the undressed mF-states and a
fraction of them expands freely. This effect sets clear limitations on the flux of continuous atom lasers and has
been studied for gravity driven [54, 55] aswell as optically guided atom lasers [26].
(iv) Sweet spot for intermediate Rabi frequencies For intermediate Rabi frequencies (2 70 Hz rfp < W <·
2 120 Hzp · ) the outcoupling results are overall quite goodwith a reasonably high outcoupling efficiency, small
expansion velocities and a very isotropicmomentumdistribution of the output state, as displayed infigure 7.
Close enough to this sweet spot the rf coupling is strong enough to outcouple thewhole BEC continuously from
the edge to its center, but at the same time relation (26) is still fulfilled, so that the resonance is sharp enough to
outcouple just the atomswith small interaction energies at the edge of the trapped state. This intermediate
regime is the optimal choice for operating the space atom laser since small changes of the parameters do not
affect the outcoupling resultsmuch. This is especially true for themomentumoverlap fidelity, which shows
nearly no dependence on the initial particle number for this range of parameters. Hence, in order to observe an
output state which is as isotropic as possible, choosing the experimental parameters in this intermediate regime
is particularly favorable.
5.2. Fluctuations of the offsetmagneticfield
In addition tofluctuations of the number of particles, and different choices of the Rabi frequency there is
another quantity which is of great importance in order to perform a space-atom-laser experiment successfully:
the stability of the offsetmagnetic field.Magnetic fields generated by currents running throughwires show small
drifts andfluctuations over the course of an experiment. For the space atom laser the offsetmagnetic field
determines the trap bottom and consequently the transition frequencies between the hyperfine sublevels. If this
quantity deviates unexpectedly from its predicted value, then the applied rf frequencywill notmatch the
transition frequency anymore and no atomswill be transferred to the untrapped state.
To study this effect, we have performed additional simulations, wherewe have introduced a deviation of the
magnetic fieldΔB, which takes on values between−1 and 1 mG, but has been kept constant during a single run.
The remaining parameters are the same as in the previous simulations, including the rf ramp shown infigure 2.
The results for different combinations of the initial particle number and theRabi frequency are displayed in
figure 9.
Figure 9(a) shows that, independently of the Rabi frequency, the output of the space atom laser is quite stable
as long as the deviations of themagnetic field stay below±0.1 mG. For larger deviations the outcoupling
efficiency goes down and rapidly approaches zero, while the expansion velocity increases. This behavior is not
surprising since the chemical potential of the initial BECmeasured inmagnetic-field strength is given by
2 0.45 mG1 Bm m =- according to equations (15) and (37). Thus, deviations of themagnetic field of this order
shift the resonance position of the rf transition faraway enough fromwhere the atoms actually are to suppress
any outcoupling. Hence, in order to reliably outcouple a space-atom-laser shell the deviations of themagnetic
fields that generate the trap should bewell below the chemical potential of the initial BEC.
For different initial particle numbers, figure 9(b), we obtain in principle a similar behavior. However, here
we also observe a shift along themagnetic-field deviation namely that small initial BECs yield better results (high
outcoupling efficiency and low expansion rate) for positive values ofΔB than large BECs, while for negative
values ofΔB the behavior is the opposite. This phenomenon can again be traced back to the chemical potential
of the system,which growswith an increasing number of particles and, thus, influences the resonance position
of the rf transition. In fact, if there are initially less particles in the trapped state, then the resonance position
x t1,0
reso
- ( ), which is determined by equation (25) and the rf rampdisplayed infigure 2, lies outside the BEC and less
atoms are hence transferred to the untrapped state. However, this gap can be closed by either reducing the rf
frequency trfw ( ) or by raising the offsetmagnetic field, which results in an increase of the offset frequencyω0. In
contrast, for a large initial BEC the resonance starts within the BEC and an increase of trfw ( ) or a decrease of the
magnetic field shifts this resonance back to the edge of the BEC. Therefore, for a given chemical potential
deviations of themagnetic field can be compensated by tuning the rf frequency appropriately. This dependence
can also be used to systematically check formagnetic field deviations by scanning the rf frequency stepwise.
Finally, it should be noted that the results shown infigure 9(b) can be alternatively interpreted as providing
information on the influence of a shift of the rf-field detuning trfD ( ) instead of a change of themagnetic-field
offset on the outcoupling process. Accordingly, fromfigure 9(b)we can conclude that in general the best
outcoupling results can be obtained if the rf ramp starts with a frequency fulfilling the resonance condition close
to the edge of the initial BEC.
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5.3. Spatial dependence of the Rabi frequency
In addition to the effects discussed earlier in this sectionwe have also studied the influence of a realistic, spatially
dependent rffield, and of the alignment between the rf field and themagneticmoment of the trapped atoms,
which both affect the value of the Rabi frequency. These calculations are based on a chipmodel that allows to
compute themagnetic fields generated by the different wires of theCAL chip togetherwith a ring coil for the
rffield.
Due to the relatively small size of the trapped BEC the rf field strengthBrf and consequently the Rabi
frequency, equation (7), undergo a relative change of less than 10−3 across thewhole BEC.Hence, within the
intermediate regime discussed in section 5.1 this small change of the Rabi frequency has a negligible effect on the
outcoupling dynamics andwe can safely assume a homogeneous rffield in this case.
Whenwe additionally take into account the spatial dependence of the alignment of the rf field and the
magnetic field, which acts as a quantization axis for themagneticmoment of the atoms, we obtain a richer
dependence of the Rabi frequency on position.However, the relative change of the Rabi frequency across the
BEC still remains below 10−3 and can, therefore, be neglected in our considerations, too.
6. Conclusion and outlook
In this paper we have introduced an rf outcouplingmethod that allows us to generate a coherent and isotropic
shell of atoms slowly expanding inmicrogravity, the so-called space atom laser.Whatmakes ourmethod unique
is the fact that the isotropic distribution in position andmomentum emerges naturally during the outcoupling
process and is essentially independent of the geometry of themagnetic trap.Hence, even if the initial BECwas
trapped in an elongated anisotropic trap, the outcoupled atoms form a spherically symmetric shell. This isotropy
of the space atom laser shell is an interesting property in its own right since it would be the first time that such a
large, highly symmetricmatter wave could be realized experimentally.
Ourmodel sequence is based on realistic values and shows that an experimental realization of the space atom
laser is within reach of upcomingmicrogravity experiments such asNASA’s CAL aboard the ISS.We have
demonstrated that it is in principle possible to establish a spatially well-localized as well as state-selective
outcoupling that leads to a large outcoupling efficiency, small expansion rates and a high isotropy of the output
state.With ourmodel sequencewe have achieved average 3D-expansion velocities of around 400 m s 1m - with a
width of the velocity distribution of roughly 100 μm s−1.Moreover, with dedicated sequences even lower
Figure 9.Outcoupled fraction (first row) and average expansion velocity (second row) as functions of a varyingmagneticfield for
(a) different values of the Rabi frequencywith the number of particlesN=105 and (b) different initial particle numbers with the Rabi
frequency 2 90 Hzrf pW = · . The scale of themagnetic field deviationΔB is logarithmicwith the range±0.01 to±1 mG centered
aroundΔB=0. For values of B 0.1 mGD∣ ∣ the outcoupled fraction is quite large and the expansion velocity is small, while for
larger values of BD∣ ∣ the outcoupling efficiency approaches zero rapidly and the expansion velocity increases.
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velocities can be reached if at the same time one accepts either a lower number of particles transferred to the
output state or a reduced isotropy.
By scanning the Rabi frequencywe have identified different regimes of operation for the space atom laser
including an oscillatory behavior for large values of rfW , and a sweet spot for operation at intermediate values.
We have also studied in detail the influence of a varying number of particles and fluctuations of themagnetic
field on the outcoupling results, which is important for future experimental realizations of the space atom laser.
Furthermore, we have found that the higher-order contributions to the Zeeman effect generate a small anti-
trapping potential for the F m1, 0F= = hyperfine sublevel which leads to an anisotropic broadening of the
momentumdistribution of the output state. In this context we have also discussed possible strategies to suppress
this effect by changing the experimental setup. The possibility of usingmicrowave fields to create an effective
two-level system seems particularly promising andwill be the subject of future studies.
With the space atom laser we open up newpossibilities inmatter-wave optics by enabling the generation of
freely expanding shell-shaped BECs, which can be seen as afirst step towards the custom-built design ofmatter-
wave packets inmicrogravity. In fact, the expansion velocity of the outcoupled atoms is a function of the
resonance position of the rffieldwith respect to the trapped BEC and the shape of themomentumdistribution
of the output state crucially depends on the value of the Rabi frequency. This tuneability allows in principle to
control the size and thickness of the shell taking into account the experimental needs.We expect this approach to
be further developed in the future and to enable the generation of evenmore exotic wave functions for
applications inmatter-wave optics.
Another way of realizingmatter waves with shell geometries inmicrogravity which is related to ourmethod
is to load a BEC into a bubble-shaped trap generated by rf-dressed potentials [50–53]. In this case a strong rf
coupling is required, in contrast to theweak coupling employed for the space atom laser.While our work focuses
on generating freely expandingmatter-wave shells with almost perfectly isotropic density distributions, rf-
dressing allows to study trapped BECswith a shell geometry. An alternative to rf-dressed potentials are
dynamically ‘painted’ optical potentials [56], which enable the generation of awide range of different trapping
geometries. A number of interesting phenomena can be investigated in these hollowBECs, such as the creation
of vortices on thin surfaces and the realization of a tuneable transition between 3D and 2D topologies [57]. In
fact, these bubble-trapped BECswould be the 3D version of ring-trapped BECs [58–61] and can only be realized
inmicrogravity [62] due to the sagging effect present in an earth-bound laboratory.When released from the
bubble-shaped trap, however, the BECdoes not keep its shell-like form, instead it partly collapses and expands,
which results in amuch broader density distribution comparedwith the space atom laser.
In the sameway that the generation of toroidal BECs has offered the possibility of studyingmany interesting
physical phenomena connectedwith their non-trivial topology [63–65], producing BECswith a spherical
geometrywill provide an opportunity for investigating awealth of newphenomena that have remained
inaccessible to ground-based experiments. Furthermore, in the space atom laser these features are combined
with the appealing coherence properties of atom lasers and should enable the conception of radically new
realizations ofmatter-wave interferometry, for example schemes involving superpositions of concentrical shells
expandingwith different radial velocities which are eventually recombined.
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AppendixA. TheZeeman effect
In this appendixwe discuss the influence of the higher-order contributions of the Zeeman effect on the trapping
potentials generated by spatially varyingmagnetic fields.Wefirst recall the Breit–Rabi formula [40, 41] and then
calculate the energy difference between two hyperfine transitions aswell as derive a formula for the anti-trapping
potential experienced by the m 0F = hyperfine state.
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A.1. TheBreit–Rabi formula
The Breit–Rabi formula [40, 41]describes the regime of intermediatemagnetic field strength between the linear
Zeeman effect and thePaschen–Back effect. According to the Breit–Rabi formula the external potential for an
atom in the ground-statemanifold of theDtransitionwith total electron angularmomentum J=1/2 and total
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Here, E A I 1 2hfs hfsD = +( ) denotes the hyperfine splitting energy,Ahfs is the zerofield hyperfine constant of
the atom, gI and gJ are the nuclear g-factor and the fine structure g-factor, respectively, andμB is the Bohr
magneton. In addition, m m mI J=  , where the plus-minus sign is chosen to coincidewith the one in
equation (A.1).
Since in this article we focus on the F=1 ground-state hyperfinemanifold of 87Rb, which features the
quantumnumbers J=1/2 and I=3/2, we can simplify equation (A.1) for this special case by taking the
negative sign in front of the last termof equation (A.1) and by identifying m mF= . As a result, we obtain the
external potential
x B x x xV t
A
m g t A m b t b t,
4
, 1 , , A.3m Iext,
hfs
F B hfs F
2
F m= - - - + +( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( ) ( )
for the hyperfine sublevels m 1F = - , 0 and+1.
With the help of equation (A.3)we can evaluate the difference between the two transition frequencies (12)
and (13), which yields
A
b b b b b2 1 1 1 0, A.41,0 0, 1
hfs 2 2 2

w w- = + - - + - + + >- + [ ] ( )
where the inequality can be easily verified by comparing the square of the first termwith the square of the sumof
the second and third termwithin the square brackets in equation (A.4). Hence, we have proven that there is an
asymmetry, reflected by equation (18), between 1,0w- and 0, 1w + .
A.2. Anti-trapping potential for the m 0F = hyperfine sublevel
According to equation (A.3) the external potential for the m 0F = hyperfine state does depend on themagnetic
field B x t,( ) through the quantity xb t,( ), equation (A.2), and can thus vary in space. For smallmagnetic fields,
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By applying equations (A.2) and (14) one can cast equation (A.5) into the following form:
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Since the right-hand side of equation (A.8) is negative, atoms in the F m1, 0F= = hyperfine state of
87Rb are
subject to a small anti-trapping potential. In order to compare the potentials for the m 0F = and the m 1F = -
hyperfine state one can analogously derive an relation for m 1F = - , which basically gives rise to equation (15)
for the linear Zeeman effect:
x xV t g B t, , . A.9Ftrap, 1 B trapm»- ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )
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between the two potentials.
Appendix B. Requirements for a spatially-dependent and state-selective outcoupling
In this appendixwe present two conditions that need to be satisfied in order to accurately outcouple only the
atoms at the very edge of the BEC from the trapped state to the untrapped state. For this purpose we (i) discuss
how the transition resonance can bemade sharp and spatially well-localized, and (ii) address the challenge of
selectively driving a single transitionwithin amulti-level system.
B.1. Sharp resonance condition
Since the transition frequencies (12) and (13) are spatially dependent the resonance conditions (21) and (22) are
in general only fulfilled on a two-dimensional surface in three-dimensional space.However, in analogy to Rabi
oscillations the transition between two states can be driven even off resonance depending on the detuning and
the coupling strength. Based on the formalism for Rabi oscillations we derive a conditionwhich, if fulfilled,
ensures that the resonance for the transition fromone hyperfine sublevel to the next one is sharp enough so that
only a fraction of the BEC is outcoupled at a given instant.Wewant to stress that this procedure oversimplifies
the dynamics of our system and therefore yields only a rough estimate for the parameter range inwhich a sharp
resonance can be expected.Nevertheless, our condition is still a valuable starting point for exploring the
dynamics of the space atom laser.
Whenwe consider the transition from the trapped state to the untrapped one the amplitude of the
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For a sharp resonancewe require that 10, 1s -  at the center of the trapwhen the resonance condition is fulfilled
at the very edge of the condensate. In this way, the transition fromone state to the other only takes place at the
edge of the BECwhile the central region is not outcoupled at all. In this case the detuning
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holds true.Hence, for a given chemical potentialμ−1, which characterizes the initial state of the BEC,
equation (B.3) sets an upper bound on the Rabi frequency rfW for spatially-selective outcoupling.
B.2. State-selective outcoupling
In addition to having a sharp resonance guaranteed by condition(B.3), wewant tomake sure that the atoms are
only coupled from the trapped state to the untrapped state and that the coupling to the anti-trapped state is
suppressed. This can be achieved by raising the lower bound in equation (A.4) and demanding that
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Again the chemical potentialμ−1 is the appropriate bound for this inequality because the combination of
equations (B.3) and (B.4) ensures that the detuning for the transition from the untrapped to the anti-trapped
state is large enough to suppress this transition completely.With the help of the first equality sign in
equation (A.4)we can rewrite equation (B.4) as
x x x x xb t b t b t b t b t
A
2 1 , 1 , , 1 , , . B.52 2 2 1
hfs
m
+ - - + - + + -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Since for typicalmagnetic traps themagnetic field strengths used are quite small we have xb t, 1( ) in the
regionwhere the trapped atoms are actually located.Hence, by expanding the square roots in equation (B.5)
around one up to second order in b, we obtain
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By taking into account the definition of xb t,( ) in equation (A.2) and the fact that themagnitude of themagnetic
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